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Working with 
Children
We look at three examples of schemes which involve working with different groups 
of youngsters by enlisting the support of local schools, or by setting up links with 
appropriate course tutors in technical college or university. We start with two 
examples from the 2009 season described by Robert Hobbs of the Gosport club:

Solent Universities Marine Architects 
1st year degree course involves model 
building
 Robert: At Gosport we have set up an annual event with the Marine Architecture 
Course at the Solent University - an event which has grown hugely over the last 
twenty years. The project part of the course requires students, some of whom have 
no practical experience, to design, build and sail a free sailing model yacht. The 
project is split into three stages and marks are awarded for each stage, the fi rst 
requiring a yacht to be designed within given parameters of length, displacement 
and sail area. Their designs are then translated into CAD drawings and a report. 

The second stage is for each student is to build a model to his or her own 
design from a wide choice of materials. Once completed, models are submitted for 
assessment. This is where I meet up with Giles and his team, to act as an external 
judge and award construction marks. Here 45 models are completed, several of 
them built to exhibition standard, and the remainder excellent quality models. 

The third part of this project is to race in a knock-out event. We seed the models 
into three fl eets which culminate in 14 skippers going through to the fi nal - a 
windward beat the full length of the Gosport lake, with skippers tacking the yachts 
as they reached the banks. Finally all 45 yacht designs are celebrated by sailing 
them together in a last downwind run. 

Our future designers
The result for us is that many of the students from past courses have turned out 

to be great designers with signifi cant infl uences on full scale yacht design, some 
having a marked effect on the model yachting scene!

them built to exhibition standard, and the remainder excellent quality models. 

Getting ready for the off . Photo: Robert Hobbs
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� e Re Cycled boat race
In consultation with Gosport Borough Council, a relationship was formed with 
local Play Groups organised by the Council during the school summer holidays 
and the Re Cycled Boat Race was introduced in 2003. Each year 10 or 12 locally 
organised play 
groups take on 
making boats 
as one of their 
projects, co-
ordinated by 
the overall 
Play Scheme 
organiser. The 
children range 
from 5 to 11 
years and build 
their boats at 
the play group. 
The Mayor, 
this year Diana 
Searle, visits 
each group 
and selects two 
or three winners who 
then represent the group at 
the boat race. On the great day we can 
have up to 36 ‘boats’ for the race. 

The Mayor starts the event. All the boats are lined up at the end of the lake, and 
the winner is the fi rst boat to reach the other end of the lake. Children and their 
families, who are much involved, shout encouragement adding to the excitement. 
GMY&BC give prizes for the fi rst three boats home and one for technology in the 
designs to a special theme - pirates for example. 

This arrangement allows the Club to be involved with the local community and 
to support the Council, to introduce children to sailing at an early age and also 
encourages the use of Walpole Park.

Paper Boats
Andy Trewin, who is a great advocate 
of boat building in local schools, 
sent us this photograph of a group 
of youngsters who built paper 
boats and raced them successfully. 
Clearly the children were having a 
great day and like the youngsters 
pictured above are the model yacht 
designers and skippers of the 
future. Many of our clubs can take 
these initiatives and, of course, 
Health and Safety ,Child Protection 
Guidelines and CRB must play 
their part, as outlined in the new 
MYA Handbook, none of them 
onerous in practice. 

Andy Trewin, who is a great advocate 

boats and raced them successfully. 

pictured above are the model yacht 

Health and Safety ,Child Protection 

Mayor Diana Searle starts the racing. 
Photo: Robert Hobbs

Four happy youngsters about to go racing. 
Photo: Andy Trewin.
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